Thrice Thank You

Replacement of Wide-Format Printer

Our State Government and the Department of Regional Development have recently come to the assistance of Northcliffe’s CRC in
the form of three grants from the ‘CRC Development Fund’.

Northcliffe CRCs wide-format printer is the oldest piece of computer hardware in the centre and due for replacement.
A $5000 financial contribution from the Department will cover a
helpful portion of the $13,000 cost of replacement. The rest is
coming from funds raised by the Northcliffe CRC, over our years
of selling wide-format printing services.

These grant monies come from the Government’s Royalties for
Regions program, as does our core annual CRC funding / services
contract. Our thanks for this support. Thanks also and to those
groups in Northcliffe who provided us letters of support for these
projects.

The replacement printer will have slightly lower operating costs,
higher print speeds and should produce some big
quality improvements (especially for canvas printing).

Improved air-conditioning at the Northcliffe CRC
DRD contributed $3188 for this project which cost just over
$4000. We have a new air-conditioner for our large room and we
have directed the old air-conditioner into our meeting room. This
should make stuffy meetings a lot more comfortable for our users.

The current unit is in need of a service, only available in Perth unfortunately. With this caveat in mind it is likely the unit will be
offered for sale second-hand.
We will be producing a newsletter about our new printer once it
arrives, to let you know all the wonders it is capable of! More about
this project soon...

Adobe In-Design training for CRC staff and vollies
DRD contributed $2000 toward this two day training session for
two of our staff plus one volunteer. The training is happening in
Nannup. The aim is to make us more able to prepare high quality
publications for customers and for CRC programs. The poster for
our ‘Inside’ photo competition, below, was produced using Adobe’s
In-Design software.

Self-funded
As well as our substantial contributions of funds to the above projects Northcliffe’s CRC has recently funded new paving outside
the CRC and an outdoor seat to be installed shortly.





